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ABSTRACT The prefix hijacking problem is an urgent security issue that need to address in the Border

Gateway Protocol (BGP) security research. In order to solve the problem of prefix hijacking in BGP,

we propose (a) new (p)refix (h)ijacking (d)etection model based on the immune network theory in this paper,

called aPHD. To be specific, aPHD uses real BGP UPDATE messages for pre-training and has the ability to

detect UPDATEmessages in real time after pre-training. The aPHD (1) can effectively detect prefix hijacking

attacks with high accuracy; (2)is easy to deployment; and (3) has a low false positive rate and low overhead.

Extensive performance evaluation shows that our solution is secure and feasible. The aPHD improved the

accuracy rate by 6.2% and reduced the false positive rate by 85.7%.

INDEX TERMS Immune network theory, prefix hijacking, BGP security, negative selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the large scale of the Internet and a large number

of ISPs (Intemet Service Provider), attacks against BGP

are increasing and seriously affect the use and development

of the Internet [1]. Because BGP lacks a secure and reli-

able route authentication mechanism, the authenticity and

integrity of the routing information cannot be verified. More-

over, BGP unconditionally trusts interconnected autonomous

system (AS), which results in BGP being vulnerable to abnor-

mal route advertisement attacks [2]. Since BGP is currently

the only interdomain routing protocol in use [3], its security

is of great significance for the reliable and stable operation of

the entire Internet.

BGP routing messages include Network Layer Reachabil-

ity Information (NLRI) [4] and path attributes. NLRI consists

of the IP prefix and length. The IP prefix is one of the

most critical information in the BGP routing information.

Its primary function is to identify the network address of

the reachable AS announced by the BGP routing message.

At present, there are many attacks against BGP exploiting

NLRI and path attributes, such as prefix hijacking [5], path

forgery [6], route leak [7], and TCP protocol attacks [8].

The prefix hijacking means that a malicious AS controls
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the IP address block without the consent of the legal owner

of the prefix. Prefix hijacking can result in the man-in-the-

middle attack and even routing black holes. Prefix hijacking

causes global routing fluctuations and consumes many net-

work resources. Prefix hijacking can lead to the inability to

track the source of spam [9], which also blocks the way to

address spam fundamentally. Prefix hijacking often occurs

on the Internet. For example, in 2018, Amazon lost control

of 1,300+ Amazon Cloud Services IP address for two hours,

when hackers used a BGP-hijacking to reroute traffic to rogue

destinations.1 Therefore, prefix hijacking is a crucial issue

that need to address in BGP security research.

Considering that traditional intrusion detection methods

have the disadvantages of high false positive rate [10] and

inability to effectively identify new types of attacks, tradi-

tional intrusion detection methods cannot meet the require-

ments of prefix hijacking detection. In this paper, we design

a prefix hijacking detection model based on immune network

theory, called aPHD, which focuses on three issues: (1) event

collection, where excellent detection efficiency is supported

by data; (2) real-time detection, where the received UPDATE

messages will be detected; (3) attack response, where the

detected attack gets a quick response. In aPHD, we apply

the immune network theory to construct a self-organizing,

1https://www.cbronline.com/news/amazon-cloud-ip/amp/
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self-learning, adaptive, and robust detection model that can

be used to replace the traditional intrusion detectionmodel. In

order to achieve effective prefix hijacking detection, we con-

struct a variety of detector objects for detection in dif-

ferent situations. Then we use detectors to identify prefix

hijacking events, just like antibodies in organisms recognize

antigens. By combining immune network theory with pre-

fix hijacking detection, identify attacks and fast responses

can be effectively achieved. Moreover, we demonstrate that

aPHD is secure and feasible through performance evaluation.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as

follows:

• This paper systematically analyzes the commonalities

between immune network theory and prefix hijacking

detection and also defines a set of dynamic evolution

equations.

• Compared with the related schemes that modify the

content of BGP protocols, aPHD is easy to deploy and

has low overhead.

• Compared with the related schemes using anomaly

detection, aPHD has a high detection rate and a low false

positive rate.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the related work and Section III provides the pre-

liminaries. In Section IV, we formulate the immune model

and the immune network theory. In Section V, we describe

the detailed construction of aPHD. In Section VI, we imple-

ment the aPHD and make a detailed performance analysis in

comparison with the related work theoretically and experi-

mentally. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

There are two topics related to our research: route authenti-

cation technology and prefix hijacking detection technology.

They are discussed separately below.

A. ROUTE AUTHENTICATION TECHNOLOGY

The SIDR (Secure Inter-Domain Routing) working group of

IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) decomposes BGP

route authentication into two problems:

• Whether an AS has a legal authorization to advertise an

IP prefix.

• Whether the AS_PATH in a BGP route is consistent with

the path propagated by its NLRI.

These two problems represent the authenticity and integrity of

the routing information. Solving these two problems is equiv-

alent to basically eliminating the security threat of prefix

hijacking. Around the solution of these two problems, quite a

lot of scientific ideas have emerged. Firstly, the most natural

idea is to introduce a PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) to sign

BGP routing messages digitally, such as secure BGP [11],

secure origin BGP [12], interdomain routing validation [6],

resource public key infrastructure and BGPsec [13], route ori-

gin verification [14]. Digital signatures have proven to be the

most effective way to solve identity authentication problems

after years of development. In addition, some studies mainly

focus on the following aspects:

• Safe and efficient origin AS certification [15].

• Safe and efficient AS_PATH certification [16], [17].

• Simple and easy to deploy PKI system [18].

• Lightweight authentication technology [19].

In fact, route authentication technology can fundamentally

solve the prefix hijacking problem. However, there are two

significant shortcomings in this type of research. The defects

are the need to establish and deploy a complex PKI system

and the corresponding computational overhead caused by

the use of asymmetric encryption and decryption techniques.

Therefore, routing authentication technology cannot meet

current needs due to its two significant drawbacks.

B. PREFIX HIJACKING DETECTION TECHNOLOGY

Prefix hijacking detection technology is another research

hotspot in prefix hijacking. There are also many different

technical solutions. In fact, most of the solutions are based

on the following two essential features of prefix hijacking to

study related detection techniques:

• MOAS (Multiple Origin AS) conflict [20]. It means that

a prefix matches the behavior of multiple origin ASs.

This is the essential feature of prefix hijacking in the

routing control plane.

• IP address conflict [21]. It means that prefix hijacking

directly leads to the problem that there are multiple dif-

ferent routing destinations for one destination IP address

in the routing data plane. In other words, assuming that

128.0.0.0/16 is owned by AS 1 but is hijacked by AS 2,

packets with a destination address of 128.0.0.0/16 may

be returned from AS 1 and AS 2 respectively. Alterna-

tively, the source address is 128.0.0.0/ 16 packets may

have no return.

Based on the above two characteristics, one type of detection

technology focuses on how to findMOAS conflict in real time

and then determine whether prefix hijacking has occurred.

Zhao X et al. [22] first proposed the MOAS detection. The

core of MOAS detection technology is how to quickly and

accurately detect invalid MOAS conflicts. More powerful

MOAS detection techniques include MOAS List [23], prefix

hijack alert system [24], and pretty good BGP [25]. Another

type of detection technology uses active detection to deter-

mine whether a prefix hijacking has occurred by sending

various probe packets and based on their response [26]. The

prefix hijacking detection technique cannot completely solve

the security problem. However, it is a lightweight solution

when the complete PKI system has not been deployed yet.

The prefix hijacking detection technology does not need to

modify the existing protocol specification, but its disadvan-

tage is the possibility of false positives and false negatives.

This paper lists the comparison results of route authentication

technology, prefix hijacking detection technology, and the

aPHD on various evaluation indexes, as shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of related work.

With the advent of immune network theory, some scholars

have applied immune network theory to network security,

especially intrusion detection [27]. Different from traditional

intrusion detection schemes, intrusion detection schemes

based on immune network theory are fully capable of cop-

ing with the dynamics and complexity of network secu-

rity. Farmer et al. [29] pioneered the dynamic model of

the immune system based on immune network theory, and

explored the connection between the immune system and

other artificial intelligence methods, and began the research

of artificial immune system. Timmis et al. [30]–[32] applied

immune network theory to the field of pattern recognition

and pointed out that the application of immune network

theory in the identification of outliers is feasible and effective.

Zhou and Dasgupta [33] applied the immune network theory

directly to the shape recognition in two-dimensional space,

and obtained a reasonable recognition rate and proposed a

negative selection algorithm based on immune network the-

ory for intrusion detection [34]. Secker et al. [35] applied

immune network theory to the detection of spam. Ti [36] pro-

posed a computer virus detection based on immune network

theory and cosine similarity and gave the quantitative descrip-

tion of the model. Jamali and Fotohi [37] proposed to combat

wormhole attacks by applying immune network theory. Blum

et al. [38] proposed a network intrusion detection based on

immune network theory. In these efforts, the immune net-

work theory has adequately verified the detection of abnor-

mal data. Compared with other anomaly detection methods,

immune network theory has the advantage of low continuity

of data, no need to provide abnormal signals as prior knowl-

edge and only need standard signals as prior knowledge for

training [39].

Because immune network theory is useful in the field of

engineering, this paper applies it to prefix hijacking detection.

This article intends to meet the evaluation indicators shown

in Table 1. The above existing solutions cannot adequately

meet these advantages.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we review some background of prefix

hijacking and immune network theory before detailing our

construction.

A. PREFIX HIJACKING

Prefix hijacking means that an AS advertises an unauthorized

prefix. The so-called unauthorized is that the prefix belongs to

other ASs or the address space has not been allocated. Internet

address allocation follows the authorization level from IANA

(Internet Assigned Numbers Authority) to RIR (Regional

FIGURE 1. Forged NLRI prefix.

Internet Registries) to LIR (Local Internet Registries). The

AS violates the authorization to illegally announce the illegal

prefix, which will directly cause traffic hijacking. Previous

studies have shown that prefix hijacking is mainly caused

by administrators misconfiguring BGP routers [40]. The rea-

son is mostly related to IGP (Interior Gateway Protocol) to

BGP route redistribution. However, Pakistan Telecom made

a malicious initiative to hijack YouTube’s prefix in order

to restrict its domestic users from accessing the YouTube

site in 2008. Since then, the research community has been

studying more and more of this malicious prefix hijacking

behavior. In general, a malicious attacker can achieve the

purpose of successfully implementing prefix hijacking by

forging NLRI information and AS_PATH path.

1) FORGING NLRI INFORMATION

In this case, the malicious AS falsifies the NLRI information

in the BGP UPDATEmessage and advertises an illegal prefix

[41]. As shown in Fig. 1, AS1 is the legal owner of the prefix

45.166.14.0/24, which advertises the route to the prefix. At

this point, AS X malicious forgery NLRI also advertises the

route to 45.166.14.0/24. The blue line represents the stan-

dard route propagation path, and the red line represents the

abnormal route propagation path. According to the shortest

AS_PATH principle in BGP, AS 3 will preferentially select

the path through AS X to 45.166.14.0/24. Furthermore, if the

attacker not only falsifies the prefix in the NLRI but also

modifies it to a longer prefix length, all other ASs will choose

the forged path according to the longest matching principle of

BGP. ASX hijacks the AS1 prefix and can spam messages
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FIGURE 2. Forged AS_PATH path.

and conduct DoS attack, spam, and other attacks without

worrying about divulging identity through the source IP.

2) FORGING AS_PATH PATH

Forging NLRI information to implement prefix hijacking

attacks can causeMOAS conflicts.MOAS conflicts are easily

detected by existing BGP monitoring tools.2,3 To avoid such

monitoring, an attacker can resolve the MOAS problem by

modifying both the NLRI information and the AS_PATH

path. As shown in Fig. 2, AS 1 is the owner of the prefix

45.166.14.0/24. AS X is not physically connected to AS 1.

However, AS X modifies AS_PATH to 5,1 so that other ASs

think AS X is connected to AS 1. AS X only needs to ensure

that AS 5 is the beginning and AS 1 is the end. Subsequently,

AS X will hijack the traffic sent by AS 3 to AS 1 according

to the shortest path principle. If no user feedback network

is unreachable, the victim will not find the attack behavior.

The prefix owner is the only organization that can accurately

distinguish between legal changes and prefix hijacking.

B. IMMUNE NETWORK THEORY

The Biological Immune System (BIS) is a multi-level system

that is highly distributed, highly parallel, and can handle

complex information characteristics. BIS fights pathogens in

a variety of intelligent ways, using innate and acquired immu-

nity to accurately and specifically respond to them [42], [43].

By mutating, evolving, and learning to adapt to unfamiliar

environments, BIS can respond quickly to known pathogens

and unknown pathogens. In recent years, researchers have

simulated the biological immune system and derived the

Artificial Immune System (AIS) for solving engineering and

scientific problems. AIS is widely used in computer secu-

rity areas such as abnormal diagnosis and virus detection.

AIS is a computational system inspired by BIS, which is

characterized by dynamics, adaptability, robustness [44] and

2https://bgpmon.net/
3https://cyclops.cs.ucla.edu/

distribution [45]. Therefore, we use the immune network

theory to improve detection efficiency in the prefix hijacking

detection model.

The prefix hijacking detection model is very similar to the

artificial immune system. First, both are made up of many

independent objects that interact in multiple ways. Indepen-

dent objects in AIS are multiple immune cells, and inde-

pendent objects in the prefix hijacking detection model are

detectors. Second, the goal of both is to ensure that the system

is more secure by detecting intrusions. The primary function

of the immune system is to identify and suppress malicious

antigens based on the principle of ‘‘non-I am the enemy.’’

The goal of deploying a prefix hijacking detection model

is to detect prefix hijacking events to ensure the security

of the inter-domain routing system. Therefore, we propose

an immune network theory-based model for prefix hijacked

detection (aPHD). The prefix hijacking detection model uses

algorithms such as immune memory and negative selection in

the immune mechanism to identify normal routing messages

and abnormal routing messages.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. SYSTEM MODEL

In our aPHD, we consider a detection system based on fil-

tered data streams. It uses real Internet attack data instead

of simulated Internet attack data to train the detectors. We

deploy the detection system in the data stream. The detection

system filters out UPDATE messages that are subject to a

prefix hijacking attack.

FIGURE 3. System model of our scheme.

As shown in Fig. 3, there are three parts in the sys-

tem model: UPDATE gathering, event gathering, and attack

detecting. The University’s Route Views4 project was orig-

inally conceived as a tool for Internet operators to obtain

real-time BGP information about the global routing system

from the perspectives of several different backbones and loca-

tions around the Internet. UPDATE gathering is responsible

4http://www.routeviews.org/routeviews/
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for extracting routing data from one of the global Collectors

from Routeviews in a certain period of time. Due to Zebra

bRIB and BGP update dumps are in the well-known MRT

(Multi-Threaded Routing Toolkit) [46] format. UPDATE

gathering also requires zebra-dump-parser to convert the

routed data into a readable format. BGP Stream5 is a free

resource for receiving alerts about hijacks, leaks, and outages

in the BGP. Event gathering is used to obtain the real prefix

hijacking data on the BGP Stream. Attack detection performs

system initialization and generates system parameters, and

the received two sets of data are used for the training of the

detectors. After a period of training, the detector will have

the ability to identify prefix hijacking attacks. At this point,

we can deploy attack detecting on the BGP router to detect

the passed UPDATE message in real time.

B. DESIGN GOALS

According to the above model, the design goals of our aPHD

are as follows:

• Low overhead. This property requires that aPHD should

not interfere with the normal communication of the BGP

router while ensuring its normal operation. This means

that the amount of computation of aPHD should not

exceed the upper limit of the BGP router.

• High accuracy. High accuracy proves that aPHD is use-

ful and is required by most detection models. Specifi-

cally, aPHD needs to have good ability to detect prefix

hijacking attacks. High accuracy rates are often accom-

panied by low miss rates.

• Low error rate. This property is to ensure that the

aPHD does not recognize all UPDATE messages as

prefix hijacking attacks. In general, traditional intrusion

detection schemes are often accompanied by high false

positive rates, called error rates. In this paper, we use

the immune network theory to reduce the error rate of

aPHD. In addition, the low error rate guarantees that the

Internet will not be subject to large routing fluctuations.

Because once a prefix hijacking is found, aPHD will

notify the BGP router to discard the UPDATE message,

making the path unreachable.

In addition, considering the security of UPDATE mes-

sages, the following properties should be achieved.

• Confidentiality. Since the aPHD will be deployed

directly on the BGP router, it is equally essential to

ensure the security of the routing information. The

aPHD should only decode the information needed

for the detection process, and should not decode the

non-essential information to ensure the confidentiality

of the routing information. At the same time, the aPHD

should ensure that the data obtained is never leaked.

• Integrality. During the detection process, aPHD should

ensure that routing information is not accidentally or

deliberately deleted, modified, forged, out of order,

replayed, or inserted.

5https://bgpstream.com/

V. OUR PROPOSED APHD SCHEME

In this section, we introduce the overview of aPHD, describe

the construction in detail. All the notations in the following

description can be referred in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Notations used in this paper.

A. OVERVIEW

In aPHD, We applied the theory of immune network to con-

struct a real and efficient model. Specifically, aPHD acquires

BGP data for detector training. Trained detectors will have the

ability to detect prefix hijacking attacks. However, the pros

and cons of the data directly affect the final performance of

the detector. To solve this dilemma, aPHD uses real routing

data and attack data. In this way, the detector can get the

most out of training. To achieve excellent detection results,

we established an immune model belonging to prefix hijack-

ing detection based on immune network theory. Since the real

network environment is changing at any time, we will realize

the dynamic evolution of the immune model. Furthermore,

we limit the number of detectors to a specific range to avoid

overloading the time overhead due to a large number of detec-

tors. To maintain the diversity of the detectors, the detectors

are generated randomly and require a period of tolerance to

work formally. Therefore, aPHD takes a while to initialize

before it officiallyworks. Combining immune network theory

with prefix hijacking detection can effectively identify prefix

hijacking attacks and ensure AS security.

B. EVIDENCE COLLECTION

In this section we mainly introduce the design and deploy-

ment of the evidence collection. The evidence collection

for aPHD consists of two parts: UPDATE gathering and

event gathering. In our construction, evidence collection
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is programmed and developed by python language.6 The

detailed evidence collection is described below.

1)UPDATE gathering:UPDATE gathering converts MRT

formatted routing data collected from Routerviews into read-

able ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Inter-

change) data. The UPDATE gathering extracts the feature

information such as the IP prefix, the prefix length, and

the route attributes from the routing information to form a

binary string as an antigen set Ag. This process is called

antigen presentation. UPDATE gathering implements antigen

presentation by calling algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 needs to

input the BGP data compression package downloaded from

Routeviews and output the antigen string in binary format.

Algorithm 1 AntigenPresentation

Input: UPDATE.bz2

Output: antigen.txt

1: update = Decompress(UPDATE.bz2);

2: data_ascii = Zebra(update);

3: while Read(data_ascii) do

4: info = Abstract(data_ascii);

5: bin_str = Bin(info);

6: antigen.txt = Write(bin_str);

7: end while

8: return antigen.txt;

2)Event gathering: BGP Stream will publish detected

attack events through Twitter. Event gathering uses python

crawlers to get real prefix hijacking attack data. We need to

find the URL of the event along with the posted twitter. Event

gathering also needs to obtain the IP prefix, prefix length, and

route attributes of the prefix hijacking attack and convert it to

a binary string. Event gathering implements data collection

by calling algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 needs to input the number

of prefix hijacking events that need to be obtained and output

the event string in binary format.

Algorithm 2 HijackingEvent

Input: N

Output: event.txt

1: url = ‘‘twitter.com/bgpstream’’;

2: for i ∈ [1, N ] do

3: Addr[i] = Open(url);

4: end for

5: for j ∈ [1, N ] do

6: info = Open(Addr[j]);

7: bin_str = Bin(info);

8: event.txt = Write(bin_str);

9: end for

10: return event.txt;

C. IMMUNE MODEL

In this section, we mainly introduce an immune model suit-

able for prefix hijacking detection. We use the theory of

6https://www.python.org/

immune network as a template to find the point of conver-

gence between immune network theory and prefix hijacking.

Define problem domain G =
⋃∞

i=1 {0, 1}i, antibody set

Ag ⊂ G, self set Self ⊂ Ag and nonself set Nonself ⊂ Ag.

The relationship between Self and Nonself is as follows:

Self ∪ Nonself = Ag and Self ∩ Nonself = ∅ [47].

Ag represents all UPDATE messages set, where Self repre-

sents normal UPDATE messages set, and Nonself represents

UPDATE messages set for which the prefix is hijacked. Ag,

Self , and Nonself are binary strings obtained by antigen

presentation. In the antigen presentation process, we take rea-

sonable measures to reduce the UPDATE message attributes

to reduce search space and computational complexity. Define

the antibody detector set D = {< d, p, age, count > |d ∈

G, p ∈ N , age ∈ N , count ∈ N }, where N represents

a natural number. We also use a string of binary strings d

to represent the antibody detector. In the immune model,

the detector is an important abstract concept. The detectorsD

are divided into three categories: immature detector I , mature

detectorM andmemory detector E . So there is I∪M∪E = D

and the three have no intersection at the same time.

1) SELF DYNAMIC EVOLUTION

In the real network environment, the number of RIB (Routing

Information Base) is so large that Self is too large. Since the

cost of self-tolerance of the detector is exponentially related

to the size of Self , the computational overhead is too large due

to the large Self . Therefore, we propose a scheme in which

Self dynamically changes over time to reduce computational

overhead. Define the evolution equation of Self

Self (t) = Selfs(t) t = 0, (1)

Self (t) = Self (t − 1) + Selfn(t) − Selfd (t) t ≥ 1. (2)

Selfs indicates a manually configured static route set. Selfd
indicates Self that is eliminated according to the LRU (Least

Recently Used) principle when the size of Self exceeds the

threshold Self _Max.

2) I DYNAMIC EVOLUTION

To maintain the diversity of the detector and the correct rate

of detectormatching attacks, we randomly generate immature

detectors. In order to prevent the detector from matching the

set of self, the immature detector must undergo self-tolerance.

It evolved into a mature detector through a self-tolerant detec-

tor and died without a self-tolerant immature detector. Define

the evolution equation of I

I (t) = I (t − 1) + In(t) − Id (t) − Ia(t) t ≥ 1, (3)

Ia = {d |d ∈ I (t − 1) ∧ d .p > PERIOD}. (4)

In denotes a randomly generated new detector set, Ia denotes a

set of mature detectors evolved by immature detectors, and Id
denotes an immature detector set that is screened out during

self-tolerance. When t = 0, there is I = ∅. Immature

detectors can only evolve into mature detectors if they are

not matched to Self throughout the tolerance period.
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FIGURE 4. Negative selection algorithm.

FIGURE 5. R-continual position match algorithm.

We use the NSA (negative selection algorithm) [48], [49]

in the artificial immune algorithm as the self-tolerance algo-

rithm. The randomly generated detector performs matching

detection with Self . If the match is successful, the detector

is destroyed, and if the match fails, the detector is retained,

as shown in Fig. 4.

Define the self-tolerance function as follows

ft (I ) = I − {d |d ∈ I ∧ ∃x ∈ Self ∧ fm(d, x) = 1}. (5)

We use r-continual position match algorithm as the matching

function fm in ft . fm = 1 stands for match and fm = 0 stands

for mismatch. As shown in Fig. 5, if the number of identical

consecutive characters in the corresponding position of the

two strings is greater than or equal to r , then the two strings

are considered to match, where r is the matching threshold.

3) M DYNAMIC EVOLUTION

Define the evolution equation ofM

M (t) = M (t − 1) +Mn(t) −Md (t) −Ma(t)t ≥ 1, (6)

Md = {d |d ∈ M (t − 1) ∧ d .age > AGE}, (7)

Ma = {d |d ∈ M (t − 1) ∧ d .count ≥ COUNT }. (8)

Ma represents a set of mature detectors that are activated as

memory detectors. The condition is that the number of mature

detector matching prefix hijacking attacks is greater than or

equal to the matching threshold COUNT .Md represents a set

of mature detectors that died due to a life cycle exceeding

the threshold AGE . When t = 0, there is M = ∅. The

death mechanism ensures the practicality of the detector. The

death mechanism eliminates detectors that have not worked

FIGURE 6. Attack detecting flowchart.

for a long time and retains the dominant detector. The mature

detector is used to detect prefix hijacking attacks of unknown

features, just like specific immunity in BIS.

4) E DYNAMIC EVOLUTION

Define the evolution equation of E

E(t) = E(t − 1) + En(t) − Ed (t) t ≥ 1. (9)

When t = 0, there is M = ∅. Memory detector also has a

death mechanism. Memory detectors are used to detect prefix

hijacking attacks of known features, just like nonspecific

immunity in BIS.

D. ATTACK DETECTION

In this section we mainly introduce the design and deploy-

ment of the attack detecting. Based on the immune model,

we construct an attack detection with an evidence collection

as input. The flow chart of attck detecting is shown in Fig. 6.

Specific steps are as follows:

1) Memory detectors detecting: We used the memory

detector to detect antigen set and discard UPDATE messages

that are detected as prefix hijacking attacks. In this paper,

the matching threshold r of the self-tolerance period and

the matching threshold r when detecting the attack are two

different parameters.

2)Mature detectors detecting:We also drop the UPDATE

message detected as a prefix hijacking attack. When a mature

detector matches a certain number of prefix hijacking attacks

in its lifetime, it evolves into a memory detector.

3) Update self set: We add the UPDATE message with

normal detection results to Self . At the same time, keep the
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dynamic update of Self to ensure that the number of elements

of Self does not exceed the threshold.

4) Update detector set: We clean out the detectors in the

detector set whose life cycle exceeds the threshold to ensure

the usefulness of the detectors.

The implementation of attack detection is shown in

algorithm 3. Algorithm 3 needs to enter the data set

UPDATE.txt and output the array of prefixes that are

hijacked.

Algorithm 3 HijackingDetect

Input: UPDATE.txt

Output: Prefix[]

1: Initialization();

2: while Read(UPDATE.txt) do

3: for j ∈ [1, PERIOD] do

4: Generate_Detector(Number);

5: Nsa(detector);

6: end for

7: ifMemory_Set! = NULL then

8: Memory_Detect();

9: Judge();

10: else

11: Mature_Detect();

12: Judge();

13: end if

14: Check(Variable);

15: end while

16: return Prefix[];

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we implemented the proposed aPHD to eval-

uate performance, and compare it to other models (S-BGP

(Secure-BGP) [11] and ITMM (An immune-theory-based

model for monitoring inter-domain routing system) [50]).

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

In this section, we implemented a prototype to evaluate the

practical performance of aPHD. Since aPHD needs to be

deployed on BGP routers with limited computing power, our

experiments are divided into correct rates and overheads.

We implement it on the Windows 10 Education Edi-

tion workstation with eight cores at 3.5GHz Intel Xeon

E5-1620 CPU and 16GB RAM. There are two indicators for

evaluating the model ability to detect prefix hijacking attacks.

One indicator is the true positive rate (TP). The formula for

calculating TP is

TP =
N1

N2
× 100%.

N1 represents the correct detection of the number of prefix

hijacking events. N2 represents the total number of pre-

fix hijacking events. Another indicator is the false positive

TABLE 3. BGP daily traffic statistics.

FIGURE 7. Storage overhead.

rate (FP). The formula for calculating FP is

FP =
N3

N4
× 100%.

N3 represents the number of prefix hijacking events detected

by the error. N4 represents the total number of Nonself.

The experimental data set comes from the MRT format

real-time data stream of the University of Oregon open source

project RouteViews on February 1, 2019,7 and prefix hijack-

ing data crawled from BGP Stream. The total number of

training data events is 261,102, of which normal UPDATE

messages account for 99.37%, and prefix hijacking UPDATE

messages account for 0.63%.

B. EVALUATION RESULT

1) OVERHEAD

Table 3 shows the nature of BGP traffic [51], they are the

number and type of BGP traffic that needs to be detected.

Our experiment will be based on Table 3. We simulated the

H3C ER3108G router with a frequency of 1.5GHz in the

workstation for the following experiment.

Due to the use of PKI, S-BGP increases the storage over-

head of storing certificates and address attestations. APHD

only needs to store the set of antigens and the detectors.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the storage overhead of the

two models. Meanwhile,S-BGP requires a lot of computing

resources to verify certificates and address attestations, while

aPHD does not require such a high computational overhead.

Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the computational overhead of

the two models.

The aPHD does not need to modify BGP, so there is no

compatibility problem with BGP-4. Therefore, aPHD is eas-

ier to deploy and has low storage overhead and computational

overhead than S-BGP.

7http://archive.routeviews.org/
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FIGURE 8. Computational overhead.

2) TP AND FP

The aPHD has multiple tunable parameters that affect TP

and FP. The values of the parameters can be dynamically set

according to the desired TP or FP, operating environment,

and other specific conditions.

FIGURE 9. Effect of r1 on TP and FP .

FIGURE 10. Effect of r2 on TP and FP .

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the detection performance of the

r1 and r2 influence aPHD. As r1 increases, both TP and

FP increase gradually. The reason is that as r1 increases,

the generation efficiency of the detectors decreases, and the

detection efficiency increases. As r2 increases, both TP and

FP decrease. The reason is that as r2 increases, the detection

difficulty of the detector decreases. It can be seen that setting

the matching threshold r of the self-tolerance period and the

matching threshold r of the detector and the antigen to two

different parameters can improve the model performance.

As shown in Fig. 11, TP increases as AGE increases. The

reason is that AGE determines the survival of the detector.

FIGURE 11. Effect of AGE on TP and FP .

FIGURE 12. Effect of COUNT on TP and FP .

If the AGE is low, most of the detectors are eliminated at an

early stage, resulting in a very low TP.

As shown in Fig. 12, suitable values can be found such that

TP is higher and FP is lower. If the value of COUNT is small,

the mature detector can easily become a memory detector.

Since the memory detector does not experience multiple sim-

ilar matches, the matching efficiency of the memory detector

is very low. If the value of COUNT is large, the mature

detector is difficult to become a memory detector. Due to

the small number of memory detectors, aPHD did not collect

features of similar attacks, resulting in similar attacks being

unrecognized.

As shown in Fig. 13, the presence of a suitable PERIOD

results in a higher TP and a lower FP. When PERIOD is low,

the number and chance of matching the detector with the Self

is small, which makes it easy for the generated detector to

detect the Self as a prefix hijacking event, resulting in a lower

TP and higher FP for the prefix hijacking detection model.

When PERIOD is too high, the prefix hijacking detection

model cannot provide an effective number of detectors in the

early detection, which results in an unsatisfactory detection

effect in the early stage.

As shown in Fig. 14, as RANDOM_NUM increases, TP

gradually increases and FP gradually decreases. Because

the greater the number of detectors, the more diverse the

detectors, the better the ability to identify prefix hijack-

ing events. The larger the value of RANDOM_NUM , the

better, regardless of other conditions. However, the value of

RANDOM_NUM in real-world environments is limited by
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TABLE 4. Experimental parameter setting.

FIGURE 13. Effect of PERIOD on TP and FP .

FIGURE 14. Effect of RANDOM_NUM on TP and FP .

TABLE 5. Comparative experiment.

factors such as computation time, storage space, and com-

puting power. A large number of detectors are accompanied

by a large number of self-tolerance matches, which consume

a lot of computational overhead and time overhead.

To get the best performance of the model, we should

choose the best parameters. After repeated experiments to

compare TP and FP, we get the appropriate parameters,

as shown in Table 4. At this point, the model correctly identi-

fied 97.5% of the prefix hijacking attacks with a false positive

rate of only 1.3%.

Under the same experimental conditions, compare the abil-

ity of the model in ITMM with aPHD to detect prefix hijack-

ing attack. Since aPHD is a model specifically for prefix

hijacking attacks, it is slightly better than ITMM in terms of

detection capability, as shown in Table 5.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the prefix hijacking issue in BGP

security and proposed a prefix hijacking detection model,

aPHD, with high accuracy, low false positive rate, and low

overhead. In aPHD, we use the idea of antibody-binding

antigen in immune network theory to detect attacks, which

ensures the detection efficiency and reduces the false positive

rate.We also added a dynamic evolutionmechanism to ensure

the adaptability and robustness of aPHD. Finally, we analyzed

the performance of the proposed scheme from both theo-

retical and experimental aspects. The detailed performance

evaluation demonstrates the rationality and feasibility of our

proposed scheme for the practical use. The limitation of

aPHD is that it requires repeated experiments to determine

the parameters to achieve maximum detection efficiency in

deployment. Once the environmental factors such as the num-

ber of messages in the BGP router change, aPHD needs to

recalculate the appropriate parameters.
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